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A NOTE ON COUNTABLY PARACOMPACT SPACES 

By Asha Rani Singal and Shashi Prabha Arya 

In the present paper, we shall obtain some characterisationsof countably 

paracompact spaces. First, some characterisations corresponding to the charact

erisations of paracompact spaces obtained by H. Tamano [9]. J. E. Vaughan [10]. 

M. K. Singal and Shashi Prabha Arya [61 will be obtained. Using some of the 

concepts introduced by J. R. Boone [1], some characterisations will be obtained 

for certain classes of k-spaces. Analogous to the four weaker forms of paracomp

actness introduced by Boone, four weaker forms of countable paracompactness 

will be introduced and it will be shown that in normal spaces all of them become 

{;haracterisations of countable paracompactness. 

1. Characterisations of countably paracompact spaces. 

DEFINITION 1. 1. Let ~ and r be two families of subsets of a space x. ~ is said to 

becμshz"oned in rwith cushion mapf:%→γ if for every subfamily~' of ~ we have 

U{U:Uε~'}cU {f(U);UE~'}. 

If ‘<’ is a linear-order on~， then a subfamily ~' of ~ is said to be majoriz떠 

if there exists Uε~ such that U' <,U for every U’ε2η. ~ equipped with a 

linear-order ‘<’ is said to be linearly cushion싫 in r with cushion map f:~→γ 

if for every majorized subfamily ~， of ~ wehave 

U{U:Uεzγ}ζU {f(U):Uε~'}. 

The family ~ equipped with a well-order ‘<’ is said to be order cushioned in 

γ with cushion inap f:~→γ if for every Uε~ and every subfamily ~’ of {V: 

V <U}. we have 

clu [U {V nu: Vε%까 1 CU {f(V): VE~'}. 

Here clu denotes the closure in the relative top이O잉T of U. The family ~ equipped 

with a well-order ‘ <’ is said to be well-ordered cushz"oned in γ with cushion 

map f:~→γ if for every Uε~ and every subfamily ~' of {V: V <U} , we have 

Un U {V: VE~'} CU ff(V): V드~'}. 

The concept of cushioned fam i1ies is due to E-Michael [31 and that of linearly 

,cushioned families is due to H. Tamano [91. However, the definition of linearly 

;cushioned families as given above is that used by J. E. Vaughan. Tamano’s 
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definition differs from that of Vaughan in as much as he required the order to be 

a well-order instead of a linear-order and he considered bounded subcollections 

instead of majorized. The concept of order cushioned families is due to J. E. 

Vaughan [10]. It should be noted that if a family zf is well-ordered cushioned 

in a family γ then it is a1so order cushioned in r. However. if zf consists. 

of open sets then zf is order cushioned in γ if and on1y if it is well-orderedt 

cushioned in r. 
THEOREM 1.1 For a space X. the lollow쩌g are equivalent: 

(a) X is normal and countably paracompact. 

(b) Every countable open covering 01 X has an open cushioned refz"nement. 

(c) Every countable open coveη~'ng 01 X has a u-cμshioned open relinemenι 

(d) Every countable open coverz'ng 01 X has a Unearly cushz'oned open re，꺼;nement. 

(e) Every countable open covering 01 X has an order cushioned (or well-orderecl 

cμshioned) open refz"nement. 

(f) Every countable open coverz'ng 01 X has a cushz'oned relineηzent. 

PROOF. (a)~(b). Let Zf= {Ui :z'EN} be any countable open covering of X. 

Since X is countab1y paracompact. thete exists a 10cally finite. open refinement 

γ= {Vα:αεA} of Zf. since X is norma]. γ is shrinkab1e. Therefore. there 
exists another 10cally finite. open covering 찢= {Wa : αEA} of X such that WaC 

Vα for each αEA. r is then an open cushioned refinement of Zf. 

(b)~(c). Obvious. 

(c)응(d). Every u-cushioned refinement is linearly cushioned. Hence the implication. 

(d)강(e). Let zf be any countable. opencovering of X. 
Let γ be a linearly cushioned open refinement of zf with respect to a well 

order ‘<’ with cushion map 1:γ->.Zf (there is no 10ss of generality in assuming 

the order to be a well-order in view of J.E. Vaù.ghan [10. theö.rem 1]. Let VE 

r and 1et γ’ be a subfamily of {W: W <V}. Since r' is majorized and γ is 

linearly cushioned in Zf. therefore we have 

U {W:wcr'}cU {f(W):Wεγ'} . 

Now. clv[u {VnW:Wε%까 ] =clv [u( {w:Wεr'})nv] = 

U {W:Wg711 nvnVIU {W:Wεγ'} nvcu {W:Wεγ'} 
ζU {f(W):Wεr'}. Hence γ is order cushioned in Zf. 

(e)~(f). Let .:T be any countable. open covering of X. Let 0/' be an order 

cushioned open refinement of ‘웃 with cushion map 1: 0/'→‘중 with respect to the 

well-order ‘<’. For each Gε0/'. Let HG=G-U {G':σ <G.σεo/'}. Let ð'f" = {H G < 
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Gε~}. Then JJf" is a covering of X , for if xεX， then there exists a smallest 

GE9I such that xEG and hence xεHG• It will be shown that JJf" is cushioned in 

‘!T with cushion map g: JJf"• Y such that g(HG)=!(G). To show this, let JJf'" 

be any subfamily of JJf". Let y드 U {HG， :HGεJJf" '}. Since ~ is a covering X , 

there exists Gε~ such that yEG. Now, GnHG*=rþ for all G용> G. Therefore if 

X”={HG， :σ <G and HG'εJJf"'}， then yεU {HG， :HGεXν}ζU {G': G' <G, HG ,G 

JJf""}. Now if 91'= {G':HGεJJf""}， then since ~ is order cushioned in Y and 

G' <G for all G’ε%’， therefore we must have cIG [U {G’ nG:G'εqt'} ) cU U(G'): 

G’ε~'}. Now, U {f(G'):G'ε91'} = U (g(H G') : H G,E ,$f’} • 

Also, G being an open set, we have cIG[(U {G':G'E~'} )nG=u {G':G'ε o/'} nG. 

This shows that yEclG [(U {G' :G'εqt'} nG)) and hence yEU (g(HG,) :Hc'εa끼. 

It f이lows that for every subfamily JJf'" of JJf", we have U펴감j쿄르쫓'}C 

U{g(Hc，):HGεJJf"'}. Hence JJf" is a cushioned refinement of Y. 

(f)=>(a). If every countable, open covering of X has a cushioned refinement, 

then X is normal [3). Hence X is countably paracompact [7, theorem 2]. This 

completes the proof of the theorem. 

DEFINlTION 1. 2. A space X is said to have W-ωeak topology with respect to a 

family α of subsets of X if a subset U of X is open if and only if UnG is open 

in G for each Gε~. A family Y of subsets of X is said to be an F-heredz"taγy 

coll ection if ‘!T is a covering of X and if FnAε갖 for each Fεß' and each 

closed subset A of X. A family ~ of subsets of X is said to be ‘장-finite if each 

member of ‘중 intersects finitely many members of ~. A family ~ is said to be 

compαct-fi짜te (resp. cs-，껴~'nite) if every compact set (resp. every set which is the 

closure of a convergent sequence) intersects finitely many members of ~. ~ is 

said to be strongly compact-finite (resp. strongly cs-finite) if the family of closures. 

of members of 91 is compact-finite (resp. cs-finite). X is said to be countably 

mesocompact (resp. strongly coμntably mesocompact) if every countable open cover

ing of X has a compact-finite (resp. strongly compact-finite) open refinement. 

X is said to be coμntably sequentially mesocompact (resp. strongly coμntably' 

seque1Ztially mesocompact) if every countable open covering of X has a cs-finite 

(resp. strongly cs-finite) open refinement. 

THEOREM 1.2. I! a normal space X has W-weak topology with 1'espect to an 

F-hereâitary collection ‘갖and zj eveγy countable open covering of X has an ‘갖-. 

fi71ite , cl osed re)당~'nement， then X is countably paracompact. 
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PROOF. Let ~ be any countable, open covering of X. There exists an ‘장r. 

finite, closed refinement r of ~. Since X has W -weak topology with respect to 

‘중， therefore r is locally finite. It follows that ~ has a locally finite closed 

refinement γ. We rnay construct now a 'locally finite, countable, closed 

refinement of ~ from r. Since X is norrnal therefore X is countably paracom

pact. 

COROLLARY 1. 1. If a normal S.ψace X hαs W-wea.k toψology u끼~"th resþect to an 

F-heredz"tary collectz"on ‘:P" and zf every countable, oþen coverz"ng of X has an ‘중

jz"nz"te, oþen refz"nement, then X z"s countably þaracomþact. 

PROOF. Let α be any countable, open covering of X. Let g; = {B2: ÀεA} be an 

‘윷-finite， open refinernent of α. Since X has W-weak topology with respect to 

‘중， therefore g; must be point-finite. X being normal, g; is shrinkable and 

so there exists an open covering '?f = {C 2: ÀεA} of X such that C2CB? for all 

Aε.，1， {감 : λεA} is then an $-finite, closed refinement of α and hence X is 

countably paracompact by the above theorem. 

COROLLARY 1. 2. A normal k-sþace z"s countably þaracomþact z"f and only lf eveη， 

coκntable， open coι’erz"ng of X has a comþact-jz"nz"te closed refz"nement. 

PROOF. If X is normal, countably paracompact, then every countable open 

covering of X has a locally finite closed and hence also a compact-finite closed 

refinement. Conversely, if every countable open covering of X has a compact

finite closed refinement, then it has also a locally finite closed refinement. Since 

a space is a k-space if and only if it has W-weak topology with respect to the 

F-hereditary collection of aIl compact sets, therefore the result foIlows frorn 

theorem 1.2 

Since a space is a sequential space if and only if it has W-weak topology 

with respect to the F-hereditary coIlection of all sets which are closures of 

.convergent sequences, therefore in the same manner as above, we have the 

following: 

COROLLARY 1. 3_ A normal, sequentz"al sþace z"s countably þaracomþact zf and 

{)nly zf eνery countable oþen coverz"ng of X has a cs-，η~'nz'te， cl osed refz"nement. 

THEOREM 1. 3. A locally comþact sþace X z"s countably þaracomþι!ct zf and onl y 
Ilf X Z"S countably mesocomþact. 

PROOF. It is easily verified that in a locally compact space, every compact-
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finite family is locally finite. 

THEOREM 1.4. A first-axiom space is countably paracompact zf and only zf ü is 

countably seqμentially mesocompact. 

PROOF. Every cs-finite family in a first axiom space is locally finite. 

THEOREM. 1. 5 A k-space is countably paracompact zf and only zf a is stγongly 

countably mesocompact. 

PROOF_ It is easy to verify that every locally finite family is strongly compact

finite. This proves the “ only if" part. To prove the “ if" part, let (} be any 

countable, open covering of X. Let !Jr be a strongly compact-finite, open 

refinement of r;. Now, X is a k-space and has therefore W-weak topology with 

respect to the F-hereditary collection of all compact subsets of X. Then the 

family of closures of members of !Jr is a compact-finite, closed family and is 

therefore locally finite. !Jr is thus locally finite, open refinement of CJ and X is 

therefore countably paracompact. 

THEORFM. 1. 6 A sequential space is countably paracompact zf and only zf z"t z's 
stγongly countably sequentz'ally mesocompact. 

PROOF. Every countably paracompact space is strongly countably sequentially 

mesocompact since every locally finite family is strongly cs-finite. Conversely, 

let X be a strongly countably sequentially mesocompact, sequential space. Then, 

X has W-weak topology with respect to the F-hereditary collection of all sets 

which are closures of convergent sequences. If r; be any open covering of X and 

if !Jr be a strongly cs-finite open refinement, then the family of closures of 

members of !Jr is a cs-finite family of closed sets and is therefore locally finite. 

Thus !Jr is a locally finite, open ref inement of r; and hence X is countablv 

paracompact. 

THEOREM 1.7 For a normal space X , the follow쩌g a1’e equivalent: 

(a) X z's countably paracompact. 

(b) X is strongly countably mesocompact. 

(c) X z's countably mesocompact. 

(d) X is strongly coμntably sequentially mesocompact. 

(e) X is coμntably sequentz'ally mesocompact. 

PROOF. (a)=ì (b)=ì (c) and (d)=ì (e) is immediate since every locally finite 
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family is strongly compact-finite, every strongly compact-finite family is compact

finite and every strongly cs-finite family is cs-finite. 

(c)=>(d). Let Çl= {Gi:iεN} be any countable, open covering of X. Since X 

is countably mesocompact, there exists a compact-finite open refinement fif? = 

{HJ..: λεA} of Çl. Since ,!Jf" is compact-finite and hence also point-finite, and X 
is normal, therefore there exists another open covering ‘5Y= {K;.: λεA} of X 

such that 효2ζHJ.. for each λεA. Now, ,!Jf" being campact-finite, {효a : λεA} is 

compact-finite and hence also cs-finite. Thus 3y 닙 a strongly cs-finite open 

refinement of 91 and hence X is strongly countably sequentially mesocompact. 

(e)=>Ca). Let 91= {Gi:iεN} be any countable, open cove1'ing of X. By hypo

thesis, the1'e exists a cs-finite, open 1'efinement ,!Jf" of Çl. If xεX and M be the 

closu1'e of the conve1'gent, constant sequence <x> then xεM and since ,!Jf" is 

cs-finite, x can at most belong to finitely many members of ,!Jf" and hence ,!Jf" is 

point-finite. Thus every countable, open covering of X has a point-finite open 

1'efinement and hence X is countably pa1'acompact. This cmpletes the p1'oof of 

the theo1'em. 

Next, we p1'ove two sufficient conditions fo1' a space to be countably pa1'acom

pact. For this we need the the definition of linearly locally finite families due to 

H. Tamano [8J and that of o1'de1' locally finite families due to Y. Katuta [2J. It 

may be pointed out that afte1' these theo1'ems we1'e obtained, Singal and A1'ya [5J 

have 1'ecently shown that these theo1'ems hold fo1' several impo1'tant classes of 

spaces. 

DEFINITION 1. 3. A family zf of subsets of a space X equipped with a Iinear

o1'der ‘<’ is said to be lz"nearly locally fiψöte if for each UεZf， the family {V : 

V <U} is locally finite. The family zf is said to be order locally finite if fo1' 

each UεZf， the family {V: V <U} is locally finite at each point of U. 

THEOREM 1. 8. Let 91 be an order locally finzïe open cove1'ing of a space X suck 

that G is countably paracompact and normal fo 1' each Gε91. Then X is countably 

pα7αcompact ‘ and normal. 

PROOF. Let 91= {Ga :αεA} whe1'e A is a linearly-ordered index set. Fo1' each 

αε/1， let Fα= Ga"'U {Gß : β<α}. Let ~캉={F.α:αEA}. Then $ is a family of 

closed subsets of X. We shall show that ‘;ø:'" is a locally finite closed covering of 

X. Let xEX. Since 91 is a covering of X , the1'e exists α。εA such that x드Gαo 
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Since ~ is order locally finite, {Ga : α <αo} is locally finite at each point of G a 

and hence at x. It follows that there exists an open set M x such that xEM x 

and 11감 intersects at most finitely many Gα for α<α。 say Gal, Gα2， ------Gα”， where 

α1<α2 < ...... <αn. In case Mx nGα=rþ for all α <α。， then obviously xεFαo. 

Otherwise xεFαl. Thus x is a covering of X. Now MxnGa=￠ =;Mxnζ=rþ. 

This means that llcn Fα=rþfor all α<α。 except finitely many. Also, GaonF a 

=rþ for all α<α。 by construction. It follows that MxnG is a neighbourhood of 

x which intersects at most finitely many members of ‘종 and hence $ is locally 

finite. Thus ‘gr is a locally finite closed covering of X. Also, each Fα is a 

relatively closed subset of the countably paracompact and normal set G a. It follows 

that ‘갖 is a locally finite closed covering of X by countably paracompact and 

normal sets. Since every space has weak topology with respect' to every locally 

finite, closed covering, therefore X has weak topology with respect to ‘종 and 

hence X is countably paracompact and normal in view of a result proved by 

Morita [41. 
• 

COROLLARY 1. 4. If ~ is a linearly locally jz"nlte or a (J-locαlly jz"nite opeη 

covering of a space X sμch that G is countably ψaracompact and normal foγ each 

GεCJ ， then X z.s countably paracompact and normal. 

PROOF. Every (J-Iocally finite family, as also every linear1y locally finite 

family, is order locally finite. 

THEOREM 1. 9. If X is a regular space and z1 CJ is an order locally jz"nite open 
covering of X sμch that each Gε‘종 is countably paraconψact， and normal and the 

frontier of each member of ~ is compact, then X is coμntably paracompact and 

norηzal. 

PROOF. Let G드CJ and let F be the frontier of G. Then F=ζ~G. Since F is 

compact and the space is regular, there exists a familY {Vi :z"=l, …, n} of finitely 

many open subsets of X such that FC U {V i: i = 1, 2, ... , n} and each V i is 

contained in some member of %. For each t=1, 2, ---, %, 1et Mz=fz「낌. Then .A'= 

{M(i=l , •....• , n} U(G~U {Vi:i=l , 2, …, n}) is a finite covering of ζ be relatively 

closed subsets of E. Since every dosed subspace of a countab1y paracompact, 

normal space is countably paracompact and' normal. It follows that G is 

countably paracompact and normal as in the proof of theorem 1. 8. The result is 

now obvious in view of theorem 1. 8. 

‘ 
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COROLLARY 1.5. If X is a regular space and zj ~ is a linearly locally jz'nz'te or 

a (J-locally fi쩌te open covering of X sμch that each GE~ is coμntably paraco1npact 

an깅 nor1nal and frontier of each 1ne1nber of ç is c01npact, then X z's countably 

ψaraco1npact and nor1nal. 
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